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By Dan Green, Forestry Management Specialist, DeKalb County
Alabama Forestry Commission
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This large feathery-looking ice flower actually measured 9 inches in length.
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ful frozen formations found at the base of just a few plants in
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No, it’s not cotton, but a field full of ice flowers!
You might ask, “Why just late fall and early winter?” The
simple answer is, before that time the temperatures generally
aren’t cold enough for freezing above ground, and in late winter
the ground is often frozen, preventing water from moving
through the soil. Also, by late winter we’ve usually seen multiple
freezes and thaws which literally tear up the structures (stems)
that produce the ‘flowers.’ There are always exceptions though,
so be ready on those bitter cold, calm mornings.
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If not for my wife, I may have never seen these little treasures. She’s been a jogger for 46 years and since I have to keep
in shape for the AFC’s yearly pack test, I regularly go with her in
the mornings . . . and when I say ‘morning,’ I mean 5:30 a.m. out
the door. This means going to bed earlier than most, but watching the sun come up, hearing the birds get cranked off, being
fully awake when I go to work, and seeing things such as ice
flowers make it all worthwhile.
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